Romance Reading Checklist

Read a Romance book:
___ Recommended by a librarian
___ That's been on your TBR list for way too long
___ That's an epistolary romance book
___ That's an audiobook
___ By a person of color
___ With one of the four seasons in the title
___ That is a story within a story
___ With multiple authors
___ That's a romance thriller / suspense
___ With a cat on the cover
___ By an author who uses a pseudonym
___ Featuring a trope you don't normally read
___ By or about a person who has a disability
___ Involving travel
___ That's published in 2017
___ Involving a mythical creature
___ You've read before that never fails to make you smile
___ About food
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### Romance Reading Checklist - cont

**Try to read a Romance book:**
- __ From a nonhuman perspective
- __ With a steampunk setting
- __ Set in the wilderness
- __ With a title that's a character's name
- __ Set during wartime
- __ With an unreliable narrator
- __ With pictures
- __ Where the main character is a different ethnicity than you
- __ About an interesting woman
- __ Set in two different time periods
- __ With a month or day of the week in the title
- __ Set in a hotel
- __ Written by someone you admire
- __ That's becoming a movie in 2017
- __ Set around a holiday other than Christmas
- __ That is the first in a series you haven't read before
- __ About an immigrant or refugee
- __ That's been mentioned in another book
- __ Based on mythology
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